EVERY SUNDAY  (first come first serve)

3 ISLAND HOPPING DAY TRIP
S$ 99 / PAX ONLY

HUJUNG ISLAND . TENGAH ISLAND . BESAR ISLAND

JB-MERSING TRANSFER . SPEED BOAT TRANSFER . SNORKELING EQUIPMENT . LUNCH SET . SNACK & COLD DRINK . GUIDE
*NOT INCLUDE CONSERVATION FEE RM 5 /PER PERSON*

ITINERARY

8:00 AM : JB SENTRAL PICK-UP
8:15 AM: AEON TEBRAU SHELL PICK-UP
10:30 AM – 11:00 AM: REGISTRATION
11:00 AM – 11:30 AM: BRIEFING
12:00 PM – 1:00 PM: HUJUNG ISLAND (SNORKELING)
1:00 PM – 2:00 PM: TENGAH ISLAND (SNORKELING)
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM: BESAR ISLAND
3:30 PM: DEPART TO JB
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